
Susan Czerepak


From: Susan Czerepak


Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 12:03 AM


To: neil.jacobs@noaa.gov


Cc: craig.mclean@noaa.gov


Subject: Re: Dorian


Well, this gets more complicated


So, did Wilbur threaten you?


I shake my head at how corrupt this administration is


Know that the Birmingham National Weather Service did absolutely the right thing - correcting the record


For whatever reason, on Sunday Sept 1 at 10:51 AM Trump declared that Alabama would be hit worse than


had been expected


This was an out and out falsehood


On Friday Aug 30 the NOAA cone of probablility indicated that the hurricane might graze the southeast


corner of Alabama


By 8AM Sunday (before Trump made his statement) the NOAA projection showed the cone of probability


moving North instead of West and missing Alabama at altogether


In case you don’t know it,  this is about people’s lives


The Birmingham National Weather Service did absolutely the right thing. Telling Alabamians that the storm


was not coming


Otherwise people would have been up on ladders trying to board things up where they could get hurt or


killed as happened in North Carolina




was not coming


Otherwise people would have been up on ladders trying to board things up where they could get hurt or


killed as happened in North Carolina


https://www.wcnc.com/article/weather/hurricane/first-nc-dorian-death-reported/275-41a27bc8-3173-

479a-b343-3be4d24c2d8b


There is speculation that the reason that Trump made this false statement was that he wanted to show


Alabamians that he is watching out for them and those electoral votes he is counting on.


I have become such a cynic


The whole thing is such a disgrace


We need to be able to trust our scientific agencies


I remind you that I pay your salary. You're my employee.


Speak truth to power, stand up and be a man


Susan


On Sep 7, 2019, at 9:05 AM, Susan Czerepak < > wrote:


So disappointed in you.


You or someone on your staff, with your approval, has validated Trump’s claim about Alabama


We thinking people out here in America are appalled about this Alabama nonsense


None of your projections showed Alabama getting a direct hit by Dorian


At the worst,. there was a 5% chance that it might glanced by tropical storm winds


Why have you kowtowed to Trump? To keep your job?


What a sad day for America. He has been the root of many sad days.


You should be ashamed of yourself


Aiding and abetting the liar-in-chief


Your grandchildren will have to carry this stain.


Susan Czerepak


13th Generation American


Daughter of the American Revolution


Long line of Republicans (Lincoln Republicans)


(b)(6)
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